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1.  Lever trim supplied with lever
     positioned neutral, and with LHR positioned cam

2.  Rotate the lever handle to LHR, position lever at 30°~45° 3.  Fasten stop screw on the right screw
    hole using hex key

4.  Mount the hub spring on the left side as shown 5.  Fasten guide stop plate to lock case as shown 6. The lever trim is now assembled to LHR

Method of replacing mortise cylinder:
1. With locking slide to down position, unscrew the cylinder nut and remove the mortise cylinder and cylinder collar/ring
2. Replace the mortise cylinder by reversing the above procedure. Make sure the mortise cylinder cam points up and correct length of cylinder collar/ring is used
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2.  Unfasten the screw and take out
     the cam piece

3.  Rotate the lever to desired hand, 
     RHR, position at 90°

4.  Depress & push in the spring loaded
     locking mechanism in the “up” 
     position to rotate the hub by 180° 
     until the spring loaded locking piece 
     clicks in place

5.  Position lever to 30°~45°

6. Fasten stop screw on the left screw
    hole using hex key

Method of replacing mortise cylinder:
1. With locking slide to down position, unscrew the cylinder nut and remove the mortise cylinder and cylinder collar/ring
2. Replace the mortise cylinder by reversing the above procedure. Make sure the mortise cylinder cam points up and correct length of cylinder collar/ring is used

7.  Mount the hub spring on the right
     side as shown

8.  Fasten guide stop plate to lock case
     at shown

9.  Fasten the cam in the orientation
     as shown

6. The lever trim is now assembled 

    to RHR
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9500TEC70 9500TEC80

Notes:
1.  To prepare the door, use template supplied with trim and exit device.

STOREROOM

Fixed trim lever, key retracts the exit device
top & bottom latch bolts

Attach escutcheon plate to door with (4) thru-bolts 
aligned to the mounting screw holes of exit device 
chassis (ensure the cam piece engages the inner 
chassis), tighen the screws. Slide the mortise cylinder 
in cylinder collar, attach on the escutcheon plate and 
thread into cylinder nut. Ensure cylinder operation 
(locks and unlocks the trim lever), and the lever 
rotation can retract the top & bottom latch bolts.
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CLASSROOM (ENTRANCE)

Lockable escutcheon trim lever, key locks 
and unlocks lever. Lever operation retracts 
the exit device top & bottom latch bolts

Attach escutcheon plate to door with (4) thru-bolts 
aligned to the mounting screw holes of exit device 
chassis (ensure the cam piece engages the inner 
chassis), tighen the screws. Slide the mortise cylinder 
in cylinder collar, attach on the escutcheon plate and 
thread into cylinder nut. Ensure cylinder operation 
(locks and unlocks the trim lever), and the lever 
rotation can retract the top & bottom latch bolts.
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